Detecting vehicles from a moving vehicle is an important task. In this paper a new vehicle detector is introduced. The new vehicle detector employs the use of the ubiquitous wheel. Every car has wheels; this wheel detector Jinds wheels and infers vehicle location from the wheel detection. Views from an omnidirectional camera are used to generate side view images. These images are processed using a difference of gaussian Jilterbank. The responses from the Jilterbank are applied to a precomputed set of principle components. The principle component responses are compared against a gaussian mixture model of wheels and gaussian model roadbed. Wheel candidates are chosen and tracked. Initial experimental results along with analysis are included.
Introduction
Driving safety is an important research objective. Computer aided driving is an attempt to aid the driver in situations that can get dangerous. Detecting vehicles around driver allows a computer to respond smartly to situations that can arise. Research to detect vehicles is done on numerous [l] vehicle testbeds. Most try to detect cars in front or in back; few try to track cars from the side view.
Using the side view can be cumbersome because a very wide field of view lens must be used. Additionally, two cameras are required to get complete coverage of the driver and passenger sides of the vehicle. In this paper, a single omnidirectional camera is used. Two virtual views from the sides of the car are generated [2] . The omnidirectional camera has the added benefit of allowing for as wide of a panoramic rectified image as desired.
In this work, the goal is to use a specific ubiquitous feature to track on all cars, wheels. All car wheels are round and have similar texture. Also, they are all framed similarly with fenders on top and roadbed on bottom. The goal is to take advantage of this information to form a 0-7803-831 0-9/04/$20.00 0 2004 IEEE 25 robust wheel detector that can be used as part of a vehicle detector. An application of this work is for object avoidance. The algorithm can detect a wheel in the blind spot, or whether a wheel is getting too close for comfort.
Previous Work
Vehicle detection research varies from using active sensors to using passive sensors. [7] . All of these do not use a side view, and most do not single out a single feature that they are trying to detect. Our approach of using a difference of Gaussian filterbank alongside principle component analysis (PCA) is unique in that the view used is novel and the training is focusing on one particular vehicle feature, the wheels.
The idea of the difference of gaussian filters comes from how the brain interprets line segments [8] . Responses from the visual cortex have been recorded as similar filters. The idea is that these primitive filters combine to represent all that we see and can interpret.
Detection of wheels is not much different than detection of the textures [9] . Using a combination of these primitive filters yields a response that is representative of edges and angles of edges. Since wheel lighting is not the primary goal of detection, using filters is a good idea. PCA directly on a scene has to automatically weed out all information not pertaining to wheels including lighting and information about parts of the vehicle far away from the wheel. It has a harder task than if we give a filterbank output that already weeds out some of the redundant and superfluous data.
Object Detection with Fiiterbanks
The vehicle detector has three stages. First is the data independent stage, then the data dependant stage, and finally, the tracking stage. 
Data Dependant Processing
The omnidirectional camera is a useful tool to capture a full 360 degree view for processing. Using a single omnidirectional camera, one can see both passenger and drivers side of the vehicle. A problem arises from the way the image is formed. Distortion is generated by the mirror used to create this view and must be corrected for if a generalized template not dependant on location in the frame is to be used. The frrst stage in the algorithm is to correct for omnidirectional camera distortion. An appropriate camera view is chosen (parallel to passenger and drivers side and perpendicular to the ground). The second stage is to convolve the image with difference of Gaussian two-dimensional filters. 
Difference of Gaussian processing
The next step in data independent processing is to downsample and convolve the image with orthogonal two dimensional filters.
Difference of Gaussians are chosen for ease of processing. Any orthogonal filter set (like gabor wavelets and steerable filters) can be used, difference of Gaussians are chosen for convenience.
The side images are down-sampled and convolved with each filter separately. The convolution with the filter bank yields a forty dimensional feature vector for each pixel. The feature vectors are then normalized for robustness against lighting changes. Dimensionality is reduced using data dependant processing.
Data Dependant Processing
Comparing forty dimensions to a single wheel as a model is not entirely effective. A way to create a generic wheel and road is required. Principle Component Analysis solves this problem. Dimensionality reduction and probabilistic models define a generic road and wheel model.
The principle components algorithm takes advantage of the variance of different groups. It diagonalizes the covariance matrix to find feature vectors that align to the highest variance within the data set. Assuming that the largest variance is between the wheel samples and road samples, it becomes easy to compare a wheel vector set rather than a single wheel vector to the data.
Training data is comprised of hand selected wheel center points along with road samples. A training matrix comprised of sample filter responses (P filters) is assembled (equation (3) ). A covariance matrix is found and diagnolized (4) and (5). PCA is performed and the first L principle components corresponding to maximum variance between the road data and wheel data is found (6).
It is reasonable to assume that the wheel data collected is a Gaussian mixture model. The means of the collected data classes are all different as are their variances. They all form Gaussian-looking groups that overlap in a 3d representation of the 6D space. The wheel samples and road samples are run through the principle components found, a Gaussian mixture model is applied to the wheel samples, and a Gaussian model is applied to the road samples. These probability density functions are used for comparison to each pixel signature in the incoming frame. A wheel candidate is tagged if it is more likely than the road and above a threshold.
Even if the true wheel distribution is not a Gaussian mixture, any probability distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian mixture model. To develop a good estimate of the means and variances for each of the classes in the mixture model, the Expectation Maximization algorithm is used [IO] . (12) are the solution for estimating the parameter of our probability distribution (equation (7)).
Because some of the wheel classes overlap, the EM algorithm is initialized with too many classes. The solution is to iterate and reduce nonsense classes the EM finds. A threshold is applied to the variance of each class. If the variance eigen values become too low, the class is removed and the training continues. Using this technique, 16 heuristic classes reduce to 13 converged classes.
Tracking
Once all the wheel candidates are found, a check on the history of wheels found occurs. This history check is used to validate the wheel candidates and classify them as wheels and not as noise detections. Also, tracking facilitates estimation of future vehicle position.
First, the probabilities of each pixel being a wheel are thresholded. Then, blobs that are too big or too small are removed as are blobs that are not round enough (eccentricity is too low). Centroids are calculated for each candidate blob and tracking continues.
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Figure 4 -green pixel is a wheel candidate
A small radius around a candidate wheel is scanned in the past frame. If a wheel is found in the previous frame, then the current wheel candidate is tagged as a wheel. This algorithm is applied to every wheel candidate. If multiple candidates are found, the highest probability of the found blob being a wheel is counted as the wheel. Since the blob centroid location has high variance, and the low relative speed of the vehicle tracked, a circle search window is needed as an ellipsoid search window would cause a loss of track of a wheel.
Initial Results
Figure 5 -Example of well detected wheels Table 1 corresponds to the sequence in Figure 5 . The results show that wheels are detected 78% of the time in optimal conditions. Also, most false positives are on vehicle, so false positives were split into two classes. Another interesting phenomenon is that sometimes there are two hits on wheels. These appear due to the wheel blob being split and rejoining later. False positives on vehicles tend to be vehicle parts near road or at the edge of the frame (Figure 6 , Figure 7) . These spots do not always last throughout a video sequence for two reasons. They are not strong candidates, so it's not generally likely for four consecutive false wheel candidates to lie in the same region, they disappear and reappear which causes them to be discarded in the tracking phase. In the sequence Figure 5 came from, false hits were relatively rare due to the relative texture-less car and high contrast between wheel and vehicle.
Table 2: S W Sequence Results
For the S W sequence, there were no false positives that were not on the car or on the borders. The false hits on the vehicle were on consistent locations. One such location is the bumper as seen in Figure 6 . Big rigs result in problems due to having so much texture, very harsh lighting changes, and very large wheels. Visually, the rear wheels are barely recognizable due to a strong overshadowing by the wheel itself and the large trailer as shown in Figure 8 . The darkness coupled with texture yield ample opportunity for normalized signatures to be similarly to normalized wheel signatures. Therefore, a relatively large number of false hits per frame are observed.
Figure 8 -Example of very dark wheels
The front wheel of the big rig is very rarely detected ( Figure 9 ). This is because the wheel is large and the filters concentrate energy around the center. When the wheel is large, the center is missing a lot of important information. The signature becomes less representative of the actual wheel. Also, in these scenes, the wheels are close enough to the car to be partially occluded. From the preliminary evaluation of the algorithm, the approach shows promise. Wheels can be detected in a variety of conditions and on a variety of vehicle types. Some conditions are problematic but more training and a better non-road model will improve them.
Conclusion
Driving safety is important to all of us. Computers can aid driver safety by knowing the situation around the car at all times. In this paper, a technique for detecting vehicles from a moving vehicle is proposed. Utilizing an omnidirectional camera, passenger and driver views are generated. A difference of gaussian filterbank is used to create feature vectors. These vectors are dimensionally reduced using PCA and a search for probabilistically best matching wheels occurs. The wheel candidates are then tracked.
Preliminary results are promising, future work includes applying a Gaussian mixture model to the non-wheel signatures, feeding false hits into the non-wheel training data, training on more data and classifying wheels by vehicle type. Future tracking will use a Kalman filter to track the wheels. A Kalman filter will then also filter wheel tracks together to find correlation between them. If there is a lot of correlation between wheels, that will be another indication that the system is tracking a vehicle.
